
HANDHELD MOBILE PRINTERFREE APPWIFI CONNECTMULTI-COLOUR

Design it.

Print it.
Make it.



Make ordinary things 

          EXTRAordinary - with ease

The e-mark create is a handheld mobile printer for creative use - 
crafting, personalising, organising, celebrating and more. Just think it 
and print it. No matter where you are.



Markings on the side of the e-mark 
ensure a reliable positioning on the 
surfaces you wish to prettify. A notch 
on the side of the device shows the 
center line of the imprint.

Not one, not two, not three colours -
print any colour combination in high
resolution.

Multi-colour printing

Take the e-mark create with you – 
computer-mouse sized, it easily fits 
in your bag! Design and send imprints 
with your mobile phone or tablet and
print with the e-mark no matter where 
you are.

Portable and mobile

Design your own imprint in the app 
(such as texts, fonts, colours, pictures,
icons), send the artwork directly to the
e-mark create with just one finger tap 
and print immediately.

Design & print in seconds

Such as on paper, cardboard, wood,
textiles, cork and more.

Print on many surfaces

The e-mark create app is available 
for devices with Android 5.0, iOS 11 
or higher. You connect your e-mark via 
Wifi and send imprints through that.

Free app
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Design it 
          e-mark create app
The e-mark create is operated through the e-mark create app. 
Design your imprints directly in the app by adding images and 
texts or find numerous premade templates already in the app 
for immediate use. 

Homemade by Beth



Send it  
          and Print it
Send with just one finger tap via WiFi, generated by the e-mark 
itself, and print with a simple sideways movement to the right  
or left. You can also use the special printing modes such as  
continuous printing (e.g. to print on ribbons or to print patterns) 
and three line printing. Creating made easy.
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Make it.
The e-mark create is your 
little helper to make ordinary 
things EXTRAordinary.

Organising: 
Better organise your
home or workplace by
sorting and labelling 
shelves, preserve jars, 
lunch boxes, items in 
a garage. Either print 
directly on your items 
or use our label sheets!

Crafting: 
Make your own creations

with the e-mark create - be 
it scrapbooking, journaling, 

designing greeting cards, 
cake toppers or even your 

own jewellery.



Customising, 
Motivating and 

Lifestyle: 
Surprise and excite with 

personal messages on 
almost any absorbent 

surface you can think of - 
don‘t be satisfied with 

the ordinary.

Celebrating: 
The e-mark create helps 
you to make beautiful  
invitations, decorations 
and even to personalise 
your gifts or homemade 
items.



Accessories and consumables

COLOP Digital GmbH
Dr.-Arming-Straße 5  |  4600 Wels  |  Austria 
Tel.: +43 - 72 42 / 66 104   
emark.colop.com

e-mark  
protective case

e-mark ribbons

and ribbon guides

e-mark ruler

e-mark wristbands
e-mark label sheets

endless label transparent

(also available: glossy and 

textile)
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